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EXPEKINWTAL INVESTIGATION CIF A FIVE-STAGE AXIAL-FIGW FBSZARCH 
IV - B W E - E I E "  PERFORPIAm(=E 
By Donald M. Sandercock 
For analysis purposes as w e l l  as t o  provide a contribution t o  the 
growing body of information necessary for continuing improvement i n   t h e  
design s y s t e m  and understanding of the flow processes through multistage 
axial-flow  co~pressors,   the detailed blade-element performance of a f ive-  
stage axial-f low compressor i s  presented. The observed element performance 
for a l l  ro tor  and s ta tor   blade rows is presented  for three w e i g h t  f Lows 
at  f i v e  radial locations and speeds of 70, 80, 90, and 100 percent of 
design. The observed performance parameters are compared both w i t h  the 
design values and w i t h  quantit ies computed from more recent considera- 
t ions of design variables. The stagewise p r w e s s i o n  of observed radial 
gradients of entropy is shown, and the e f f ec t  of these gradients on the 
radial d is t r ibu t ion  of axial velocity and specif'ic -8 f low i s  considered. 
Comparison of the observed performance at design speed with the com- 
pressor design values indicates that overcmibering of the   ro tor  blades 
and an excessive annulus area are instrumental i n  forcing the compressor 
t o  seek  an  equilibrium operating condition at a higher  than  design w e i g h t  
flaw. Under these conditions, it is likely that the  latter stages would 
s ta l l  before the compressor could be forced t o  operate a t  design w e i g h t  
flow. This conclusion verifies similar results obtained from considera- 
t ions of stagewise variation of w a l l  s t a t i c  pressures and individual 
stage equivalent performance curves. For convenience, the over-al l  
compressor performance map and the  individual  stage  equivalent performance 
curves are presented. 
In   o rder   to   s tudy  some of the effects of conibining stages with 
t ransonic   rotor- inlet   re la t ive Mach numbers, a five-stage a x i a l - f l o w  
compressor w a s  designed and b u i l t  at the NACA L e w i s  laboratory (ref. 1). 
Pertinent design values include a to ta l -pressure   ra t io  of 5 at a specific 
weight flow of 31 pounds per second per square f o o t  of f r o n t a l  area and 
an  over-all  ef . The feasibi l i ty  of such a 
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design is reported in reference 2, which presents the over-all performance 
of the  compressor when operated as a component of a current turbojet 
engine. A t  design speed the compressor produced design pressure r a t i o  a t  
a specific weight flow of 32 pounds per second pe r   sqw-e   foo t  of f ron ta l  
area and an efficiency  several   points lower t h a n  the design value. 
I 
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The next  phase of this program w m  to   obtain  the  detai led performance 
of each Individual blade row. This was accomplished by running three 
series of tests, each covering a flow range from compressor choke t o  
approximate compressor surge or limiting turbine-inlet temperature f o r  
t i p   s p e e a  From 70 t o  100 percent of design speed. Different stages 
were instrumented for  each ser ies .  These interstage performance t e s t s  
are described and the tabulated data obtained f rom the  surveys  are 84 
presented in reference 3. 
a3 
The resu l t s  of the l a t t e r  phase of this investigation were intended 
t o  serve two purposeg: (I) t o  analyze the flow occurring throughout 
t h i s   pa r t i cu la r  compressor, and (2) t o  contribute to a body of descriptive 
Information applicable t o  multistage-compressor design. To achieve these 
aims, the  detailed (blade-element 1 performance of each of the  f ive  stages L 
is  presented herein as radial varriations of the conventionally used blade- 
element pasameters.. The observed parameters me  compared with the values 
used i n  t h e  compressor design (ref. 1) and also w i t h  values calculated 
from more recent design rules.  I l lustrations of boundary-layer correction 
factors and simplif'ying assumptions made t o  the equilibrium equations aa 
applied t o  this particular conpressor are presented. 
1 
SYMBOLS 
A3? compressor f ron ta l  area, 2.18 sq ft 
?e specific  heat  at   constant  pressure 
D diffusion f = t o r  
g acceleration due to   gravi ty ,  32.17 ft /sec2 
H t o t a l  or stagnation  enthalpy 
i incidence  angle,  angle between inlet-air   d i rect ion and tangent 
t o  blade man caniber line at leading edge, rieg 
J mechanical  equivalent of heat, 778.2 ft- lb/gtu 
%k weight-flow blockage f a c t a  
M Mach nwiber 
N ro ta t iona l  speed, rpm 
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to ta l   o r   s tagnat ion  pressure 
s t a t i c   o r  stream pressure 
gas constant, 53.35 ft-lb/(lb) (9) 
radius 
entropy 
blade spacing 
total .  cr stagnation temperature 
ro tor  speed, ft/sec 
air  velocity, ft/sec 
weight-flow rate, m/sec 
air angle ,  angle between air velocity and axial direction, deg 
air turning angle, inlet-air angle minus out le t -a i r  angle, deg 
r a t i o  of specif ic  heats 
r a t i o  of t o t a l   p re s su re  t o  HACA standard sea-level pressure of 
2116 lb/sq ~t (or 29.92 in.  ~g d e )  
deviation angle, angle between out le t -a i r  direct ion and tangent 
t o  blade mean caniber l i n e  a t  t r a i l i n g  edge, deg 
adiabatic eff icfency 
r a t i o  of t o t a l  temperature t o  ITACA standard  sea-level  temperature 
of 518.7O R 
density 
so l id i ty ,  ratio of chord t o  spacing 
blade canker angle, m e r e n c e  between angles of tangents t o  
mean caniber l i ne  a t  leading and trailing edges, deg 
total-pressure-loss coefficient 
Subscripts: 
a stagnation  conditions 
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av  average - ." " . . s " 
a design  value 
e equivalent,  indicates that parameter t o  which it is affixed has 
been  corrected to that which would be obtained at design speed 
." " 
h hub 
i d  ideal 
. 
k known 
M momentum 
m measured value 
m. a. mass-averaged value 
n s t a t ion  rider (fig. 1) 
R r o t  or 
ref reference 
S stator 
t t iP 
U utlknown 
w wake 
w r  wake rake 
z axial direction 
e tangential   direction 
0 bellmouth i n l e t  (fig. 1) 
1 co~upressor f low-measuring. statim 
2 compressor f i r s t - ro to r   i n l e t  
2-D two-dimensional cascade value 
3,5,7, interstage m e a s u r i n g  s ta t ions at ex i t  of f i rs t ,  second, . . . 
9,11 f j f th  rotors  (fig. 1) 
. . . 
- 
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. 4,6,8, interstage measuring s ta t ions  at ex i t  of first,  second, . . . 
LO, 12 f i f th  stators (fig. 1) 
0 free s t r ean  
Superscript : 
1 relative t o   r o t o r  
Experimental  Procedure 
The apparatus, instrumentation, and procedure used for these tests 
are described in .detail in  reference 3. Briefly, the five-stage 20-inch- 
diameter compressor was run as R component of a turbojet engine using 
ambient inlet conditions. Three series of tests were run during which 
a s ingle  stage or several  stages were instrumented successively. By 
range from compressor choke t o  approx-te compressor surge (or max. 
turbine-inlet temperature) for speeds of 70, 80, 90, and 100 percent of 
compressor blade vibrations were observed, and extended operation i n  
this speed range was deferred. Radii used i n  the radial surveys are 
listed i n  table I, and the axial locations of t he  radial surveys are shown 
in figure 1. 
. means of a va r i ab le  exhaust nozzle,  each series of t e s t s  covered a flow 
. design. A t  eapivalent  speeds below 70 percent of design,  increased 
For use in  appraising the reliabil i ty and accuracy of the data re- 
ported herein, the following curves are presented: 
(1) Comparison of integrated weight flow at exit of each blade row 
with integrated w e i g h t  flow at colqpressor-inlet flow-measuring 
s ta t ion (s ta t ion 1, fig. 1) (fig. 2) 
(2) Comparison of mass-averaged temperature-rise and momentum 
eff ic iencies  (fig. 3) 
(3) Comparison of mass-averaged tenperatme ratios  obtained  across 
rotor  with those measured across complete s t a g e  (fig. 4 )  
Calculations and Limitations 
The equations med t o  compute the blade-element and over-all per- 
I formance of the  stages  are  presented  in the appendtx. The only departure 
f r o m  calculation procedures used i n  s h i l a r  blade-element investigations 
is the method used to obtain average values of s t a to r -ou t l e t   t o t a l  . pressures  used  in the calculation of s t a to r  blade loss coefficients.  AS 
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used herein, both an average free-stream and average stator-outlet  t o t a l  
pressures  are computed from the circumferential variation of to ta l   p res -  
sure obtained from a 19-tube wake rake (see r e f .  3) according t o  the 
definit ion 
.. 
J tube 19 Pwr ds - &PC tube 1 P =  
8 
Pwr pressures f'rom wake rake 
a deference between circmderential distance covered  by wake rake 
and b Lade spacing ("a" varies w i t h  radius ) 
PC average of several pressure probes located circunferentially about 
coqressor at  stator-discharge station 
The averwe s ta tor-out le t  total  pressure is  obtained from equation (1) by 
integrating P, along the pressure values obtained i n  the wake, while 
the average free-stream total pressure is obtained From the same equation 
by integrating across the wake a10.u a smooth fa i red  curve connecting the 
free-stream values of pressure- on the two sides of the wake. Figure 5 
presents several examples of the circumferential variation of total   pres-  
sure obtained f r a m  the wake rake  i l lustrat ing the free-stream portions of 
flow on ei ther   s ide of the blade wake. 
. 
During the procuring and processing of th i s  blade-element data, 
certain circumstances erose that tended t o  limit the amount and value of 
the results.  Several  of these me discussed briefly. 
The compressor surge and choke limits relstricted each i n d i v i d u a l  
blade row t o  operation over a re la t ive ly  small portion of i t a  flow range 
a t  a given speed, thus limiting the range of performance parameters as 
compared w i t h  that obtained from single-stage investigations. :Illhe range 
of operation of this  compressor was fur ther   res t r ic ted at the higher 
c o ~ r e s s o r  speeds, where a limiting turbine-Inlet temperature was in- 
curred before compressor surge (see ref. 2) .  
The computation of blade-element parameters requires the definition 
of a streamline across the blade row. Juet as assumed i n  the  design of 
t h i s  compressor (ref. l), the airflow &cros8 each blade row wa8 assumed 
t o  occur along conic surfaces, 80 that a streamline or blade element i s  
defined by 
- ph = constant 
rt - rh 
CD In 
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where r is  the radius at which the streamline intersects the measuring 
plane. The flow paramter  coquted from data obtained a t  the  in te rsec t ion  
of the assumed streamline w i t h  the i n l e t  and outlet  measuring plane w a s  
then  related t o  a given  blade geometry. 
The radial   gradients of temperature and pressure observed i n  this 
investigation (ref. 3) suggest the poss ib i l i ty  that mass-flow shifts 
which cause a deviation of the  actual f l o w  from the assumed streamline 
f l o w  could r e su l t  i n  an  erroneous  relation between the blade geometry 
and the airflow panmeter. This type of e r ro r  was investigated by com- 
paring  the assumed streamlines with those  obtained from weight-flow 
considerations. The latter streamlines were obtained by computing the 
radial   d is t r ibut ion of weight flow a t  each  axial  survey  station as a per- 
centage of the tot-a1 weight f low integrated at that stat ion.  A so-called 
actual, or true, streamline was  then assumed t o  intersect  the measuring 
s ta t ions  a t  the  poin ts  of equal percentage of t o t a l  weight flow. This 
procedure was carried out f o r  a design-speed point, since at this speed 
the largest gradients of performance data were observed. 
The differences between these two methods of computing streamlines 
were then used i n  con junction w i t h  the data of reference 3 and the method6 
of reference 4 to   obtain  the  effects  on relative  total-pressure-loss 
coefficients and efficiencies.  The small changes i n  these performance 
parameters indicated that fo r  this invest igat ion  radial  mass-flow shifts 
couldbe neglected 88 a source of error.  
I n  the calculation of the various blade-element parameters, it was 
t a c i t l y  assumed that the data used represent an  average circumferential 
value. However, it is real ized that ,  as the increased rider of blade 
rows provide additional sources f o r  accentuating the unsteadiness and 
circumferential variation of the f l o w ,  it becomes inc reas ing ly   Wf icu l t  
to obtain average values of data w i t h  the type and nmiber of instruments 
used i n  these tests (ref.  3). It cannot be determined at t h i s  time t o  
what extent  the observed data represent average circuderential values. 
This poses probably the most serious qualification of the performance 
data obtained downstream of the inlet  stage.  
A multistage axial-flow compressor is evolved from the compounding 
of individually designed rotor and stator blade rows. The current method 
of designing an axial-flaw-compressor blade involves a process of r ad ia l ly  
stacking individual  a i r f o i l  shapes, or blade elements; and the proximity 
with which the actual performance approaches the design is contingent 
-on the  accuracy  with which the change i n  the velocity  profile  across 
each of these blade elements can be predicted. The basic information 
required by the design  theory  (especially for high i n l e t  Mach number 
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stages) has been  supplied  principally from the  observed f l o w  characteris- " 
t i c s  measured i n  single-stage-compressor configurations. The s ignif icant  
blade-element performance parameters used both for  analysis and t o  support 
the design theory q l o y i n g  t h i s  blade-element approach are discussed In 
deta i l - in   re fe rence  5. " 
In   add i t ion   t o  the blade-element data mentioned, the design technique 
u t i l i ze s   ce r t a in  assumptions and s implif icat ions to  permit solution of the 
fundamental flow equations. Reference 6 .lists and discusses these sim- 
pli fying assumptions i n  detail. In  brief, reference 6 s i ~ p l i f i e s  t h e  
calculation of the radial dis t r ibut ion of f l o w  by .considering  conditions , 
at ax ia l   s t a t ions  between blade rows where equations for nonviscous m i -  
symmetric flow are applied. Metho& for considering the effects of wall  
boundary layers on required annulus area and mass-averaged stage perform- 
ance are also presented. 
$i 
0) 
Very l i t t l e  of the useful data available t o  the designer has been 
obtained from multistage-coqressor investigations. Coneequently, i n  
the design of the intermediate and latter stages of a compressor, the 
designer has l i t t l e  experimental evidence from . . . . other . - . . . than inlet-type I 
stages t o  guide him-in hls choice of the quantitative values of the nec- 
essary design assugptions-. The data presented herein govide the de-- 
signer w i t h  one example of blade-element. character is t ics  as observed". 
through a multistage compressor and give some insight into the applica- 
b i l i t y  of inlet-stage data t o   t h e  analysis or design of' later stages.  
" 
. -.  
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PRESEXCATION OF RESUITS 
Over-All and Stage Performance 
For convenience, the over-all  performa;nce and equivalent stage per- 
formance plots are reproduced i n  figures 6 and 7. These r e su l t s  we 
discussed i n  d e t a i l  i n  references 2 and 3, respectively; 
Blade-Element Performance 
U s i n g  the previously mentioned streamline  definition and the data 
presented in reference 3, rotor  and statm blade-element character is t ics  
were computed f o r   f i v e  streamline positions e u a l l y  spaced across the 
passage. The blade-element character is t ics  chosen t o  present the de- 
t a i l e d  performance of each of the  blade rows are l i s t e d  i n  the following 
table  : 
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Parameter Stator  Rotor 
Incidence angle, i d d 
Deviation angle, 60 
Relative total-pressure-loss 
d d 
coefficient,  % d 
Wake and complete total-pressure-loss 
coefficient,  and % d 
Diffusion factor, D (blade-loading 
parameter, r e f .  7) d d 
Ratio of ou t le t  t o  i n l e t  axial velocity I d I d f 
I I n l e t  Mach nunher, M 
I Total-pressure  ratio, PJPn-1 
Adiabatic efficiency, q 
Work coefficient,  &/I$ (nondimensional 
d 
d temp. rise, appendlx B of ref. 8) 
~ ~ ~~~ ~~ 
Because the restricted  f low  range of the  individual blade rows pre- 
cluded clear definit ions of minimum-loss operating regions, the blade- 
element performance pmameters are p b t t e a  aga ins t  radius (or passage 
height)   ra ther   than  in  the conventional form as variations with incidence 
angle. Figures 8 and 9 present radial dis t r ibut ions of these parameters 
f o r  the ro tor  and stator blade rm6, respectively, of a l l  stages at 
corrected rotor tip speeds of 70, 80, 90, and 100 percent of design. The 
three compressor modes o f  operation  represented  by  the three points at 
each radial posi t ion are (1) maximum w e i g h t  flow (open exhaust nozzle or 
min. back pressure}, (2) near maxirmrm compressor efficiency, and (3) 
minimum at ta inable  w e i g h t  flow (ne= co~pressor  surge or max. tmbine- 
i n l e t  temperature}. 
For comparison and for   a iding the blade-row performance analysis, 
the following quantities are included where appl icable  in  figures 8 and 9: 
(1) Design  values (re. 1) 
(2) Minimum-loss incidence angles and deviation angles computed 
from recent ly  developed desigu rules of reference 9 
The methods of reference 9 for  both minimum-loss incidence angles and 
deviation angles involve the computation of an angle baaed on low-speed 
two-dimensional-cascade h t a  (i2-D and 8smD) and a correlat ion between 
these values and those observed i n  a three-dlmensional-compressor 
10 - NACA RM E57B12 
environment. Because of the small amount of data from s t a to r  blades 
with circular-asc mean l ines ,  the s ta tor  correlat ions we very in- 
complete; and, consequently,  only the €2,D and s"2,= for the stator 
blades can be presented. 
c 
Another method, known as C a r t e r  ' 8  rule (ref. lo), has been widely 
used f o r  computing deviation angles. For the blades used i n  this 
compressor, deviation angles computed by  Cwter ' s  ru l e  proved t o  be very 
close t o  those obtained from the method of reference 9 (max. difference 
less than 2O fo r  both  rotors  and stators); consequently, only the latter 
are presented. 
I& w 
UI 
a, 
Figures l O ( a )  and (b) present, respectively, rotor and stator blade 
camber angles. These values may be used in conjunction w i t h  the inci-  
dence and deviation angles of figures 8 and 9 t o  obtain any desired air- 
turning angles. 
Figure ll shows c i r c d e r e n t i s l   v a r i a t i o n s  of s ta tor-discharge total  
pressure obtained from the wake  rake at r ad ia lpos i t i ons -nea r  the compres- 
sor hub, i l l u s t r a t ing  the regions of increased total-pressure loss found 
a t  th i s  loca t ion .  
E 
" 
The compounding effects  of the individualblade-row performance at 
design sgeed m e  summrized i n  f igure l.2 by a comparison of the design 
and measured over-all performance from the  compressor i n l e t  t o   t h e   e x i t  
of each successive blade row, Over-all total-pressure r a t i o ,  total- 
teqera ture- r i se   ra t io ,   to ta l -dens i ty   ra t io ,  and axial ve loc t ty   ra t io  
are presented at three radial  posi t ions (near t i p ,  mean, and near hub) 
and compared with design values. A l s o ,  since the design stator-exit 
f low was axial in   d i rec t ion  and the measured stator-discharge angles were 
very close t o  the design, at the s ta tor-exi t  s ta t ions a comparison of 
design and obseyved s ta t ic  dens i t ies  is indicated. 
For use i n  discussing considerations of boundary-layer corrections 
and simplifications of the equilibrium equations, .figures 13, 14, and- i5 
present  radial  dis t r ibut ions of entropy, specific mass flow pVz, and a 
conparison of measured and computed axial velocities,  respectively. 
DISCUSSION ClF RESULTS 
In general, since the curves of f i p e s  8 and 9 are self-explanatory 
and the individual blade-element parameters have been d i scused  rather 
completely i n  the numerous single-stage investigations, only general 
observations m e  made. 
Q 
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Losses and incidence angle. - Aside from three-dimensional end 
effects, the  pr inc ipa l  fac tors  that influence the loss across an individual 
r o t o r  blade element are l i s t e d  and discussed in  reference 5 as (1) in- 
cidence angle of the approaching air, (2) r e l a t ive  in l e t  Mach nrmiber 
(compressibility and  shock losses) (3) blade loading, and ( 4 )  Reynolds 
nuiber.  For this investigation, which was conducted w i t h  ambient-& 
inlet  conditions and which u t i l i zed  large-chord blades i n  a l l  stages, the 
Reynolds number based 'on the  blade chord is generally above the  values 
where losses associated with Reynolds nmiber become significant.  
In general, the loss levels  of the fnlet  s tages  shown i n  figme 8 
can be explained f r o m  some combination of the  factors  l is ted.  For 
exaple, at design speed the t i p  regions of the first  and second rotors  
( f igs .  8[d)( 1) and (2 )  ) exhibit  all the flow conditions that tend 
toward the incurrence of high losses, including (1) incidence angles 
below the coquted minimm-loss incidence angle, (2) high i n l e t   r e k t i v e  
Mach nmibers, and (3) f o r  the second-rotor row, especially, high diffusion 
factors  {blade loading). A comparison of these stme regions at p& 
speed demonstrates the drop i n  Loss l eve l  as the factors influencing the 
Losses reach less c r i t i c a l  values. 
An attempt t o  demonstrate the relative importance and to provide a n  
estimate of the magnitude of normal-shock Losses resu l t ing  from high 
surface Mach nunibers is presented In reference L1, which employs a 
simplified two-dimensional method and a cer ta in  assumed wave pat tern to 
compute blade surface Mach nmibers. Assumfng tha t  the  in le t  f low con- 
form t o  the necessary conditions, calculations indicate that t h e   i n l e t  
r e l a t ive  Mach nuuiber and blade camber cambine to give a surface l&ch 
number of approximately 1.6 at the t i p  blade element (1% percent of 
passage height from the  outer wall) of both the first- and second-rotor 
blade rows. At these Mach nmibers, normal-shock losses alone become 
s ign i f i can t ,   i n   add i t iop   t o   t he -de t r -hen ta l   e f f ec t  of the shock on the  
blade surface boundary-layer growth. 
2 
Additional factors that may tend t o  complicate the loss picture  are 
the interact ion  effects  end the  Losses associated w i t h  the decay of blade 
wakes from preceding blade rows. Consequently, downstream of the f irst  
stage, the losses observed across a given blade row may not be related 
en t i r e ly  to the  f low processes about a par t icu lar  blade row. Reference 
12 reports some of the interact5on effects observed behind a single- 
stage rotor preceded by a set of i n l e t  guide vanes. From the invest i -  
gation  reported  herein, no r e su l t s  on these effects  can be presented. 
However, a summary of observed blade-element losses from all stages at 
points ne= the coqu ted  minimum-loss incidence angle indicated that, at 
the measured blade-loading levels (diffusion factor),  t he  measured lOS6eS 
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at a l l  r a d i i   f e l l  w i t h i n  the range of loss reported  in  reference 12. 
For this select  grow of points , tip-element i n l e t   r e l a t ive  Mach nlndbers 
and diffusion  factors ranged f r q  0.75 to .  1.00 and from 0.35 t o  0.58, 
respectively. One exception t o  this observation was the. high loss meGikea " - 
a t   t h e   t i p  element of the fourth st'age at .&si& speed. However , the 
large difference between the  average t o t a l .  tempera€ures -iheasured in   the  
t i p  region at the rotor and s ta tor  out le ts  (see r e f .  3) leaves the accuracy 
of the rotor  loss coefficients computed fo r  this point somewhat i n   d o d t .  
Unfortunately, the majority of this summary data for blade elements qper- 
a t ing   i n  a minimum-loss incidence angle region w a s  necessasily obtained 
from t es t   p in ts  at lower than  design speeds,. E 
" 
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Deviation angle. - The importance of obtaining the correct flow 
directions a t  the  out le t  of each blade row. (considered i n  terms of de- 
viation angle herein) is apt ly  i l lustrated in  reference 5. Quantitative 
values of the effects  of an e r ror  in  the blade-outlet f l o w  angle (devia- 
tion angle) on energy addition and blade loading (diffusion factor) may 
also be computed from plots in reference 4. Both reports indicate the 
increased deviation-angle sensitivity as the re la t ive  Mach number (wheel 
speed) and re la t ive  air angles  re  increased.
-. 
. " 
A t  the  time this compressor was designed , no ru les   for   coqut ing  
deviation angle were known that had been proved accurate for t h i s  type 
of design. Consequently, the desfgn deviation angles were obtained from 
the small amount of available data. from the original single-stage tran- 
sonic campressor of reference 8 (see-ref . 1). 
- .. c 
. -  
. . 
Differences between the design and measured deviation angle8 a t  
design speed i n  figure 8 give an indication of the.  overturning (blade 
overcambering) that would have occurred if design incidence angle had 
been attained. Actually, the amounts  of overturning, or overcaaibering, 
indicated by figure 8 are probably low, since, i f  design incidence had 
been met, the losses and consequently the deviation angles would have 
been lower , approaching the values computed from the method of reference 9. 
. 
Since the deviation-angle rule of reference 9 w a s  empirically ob- 
tained  from data observed at a reference  m..ninim-losa  incidence angle , 
a comparison of measured and campuked deviation angles can be made only 
a t  this pwticular..  operating point. However, curves of' reference 9 indi- 
cate   that  , f o r  the so l id i t i e s  employed herein, at-"least. i n  the low-loss 
range the change of deviation angle with incidence angG is expected-to 
be very small. In general, figure 8 shows that, fo r  a l l  r o t o r  rows and 
a t   a l l  blade speeds, whenever the observed incidence angles were close 
to   t he  computed minim-loss incidence angles, the observed and comp~ed  
deviation angles were approximately equal. This indicates that  for this 
compressor the deviation-angle rule of refereme 9 i s  applicable to a l l  
stages. 
. .  
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Although ei ther  deviation angle  or  turning  angle  can  be used f o r  
analysis purposes, i n  some instances it may be des i rab le   to  know the 
turning angle. Using the values of incidence and deviation angles from 
figure 8 and caniber angle from figure lO(a), any desired turning angle 
may be  calculated from the  equation 
~ ' = ( P + L - S ~  (3 1 
Blade loading. - The parameter used herein t o  indicate  the level  of 
blade Loading is t h e  W f u s i o n  f a d o r  D developed and discussed i n  
reference 7 and defined by equation (A4) of the appendix. C u r v e s  from 
reference 7, which represent a correlation of data obtained from single- 
stage investigations where shock losses are not excessive, indicate that 
the ro to r  tip-region diffusion factor is the principal determinant of 
the blade-row efficiency. Values of t ip  d i f fus ion  fac tor  of 0.35 t o  
0.45 have been used i n  design of transonic stages as approximate lfmiting 
values for accept&%- tip-ekment efficiency (approx. 0.90 or  greater) .  
Some evidence from other multistage-compressor investigations indi- 
cates that for  stages other than the inlet stage, good efficiency (0.90 
o r  greater5 w a s  observed in   the   t ip   reg ion   for   d i f fus ion   fac tors  greater 
than 0.50. Similar examples may be n m 9 5 ? € h e  data presented herein. 
I n  most of these examples, the measured incidence angle is near (within 
approx. 2O) the corQuted m i n ~ - l o s s  vale for the  t ip  sect ion.  A t  
present, however, the data are  insuf f ic ien t  to  determine whether these 
examples represent something which is universal or fundamental  i n  nature. 
One precaution  necessary when comparing tip-element  diffusion  factors 
with those obtained f r o m  other investigations is t o  compare the distances 
f r o m  the outer w a l l  (usually designated i n  percent of passage height) 
that  def ine the t ip  element. For the investigation reported herein, the 
blade element nearest the outer wall at which element performance is 
presented is  1 6 p e r c e n t  of the passage height, whereas the values of 
reference 7 were generally from 10 t o  12 percent of the passage height 
from the outer w a l l .  
2 
3 
Stator Blade-Element Performance 
Losses and incidence angle. - The total-pressure loss associated 
w i t h  the subsonic f low across a stationary blade row is the   resu l t  of 
two separate effects: (1) a total-pressure loss due t o  boundmy-layer 
b u i l d q  on the blade surfaces (wake Loss), and (2) a decrease i n  f ree-  
stream to ta l   p ressure  due t o  turbulent mixing of the air leaving precedfng 
blade rows (free-stream loss). Because of the  d i f f icu l ty  of experimen- 
t a l l y  determining an accurate free-stream total-pressure drop, only the 
portion of t o t a l  loss f r o m  the blade surface boundary-layer growth was 
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considered i n  the analysis of the  few sets of stator blades tested as a 
component  of a transonic stage. However, as a step toward even tua l ly  
obtaining a body of information on losses from which some i n s i g h t  into 
the prediction of free-stream (mixing) losses may be obtained, t o t a l ,  
or complete, losses measured across a stator row were also computed. 
The wake loss is  computed from the difference between the average 
free-stream total pressure and the average total pressures at the stator 
outlet .  A detailed description of the method used t o  compute these 
average total  pressures  at the  s ta tor routk t  s ta t ions  is presented 
in  the  APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE section of this report. The to ta l ,  o r  
complete, loss across a s ta tor  row i s  defined as the difference between 
the average total   pressures  messured a t   t h e  rotor- and stator-outlet  
measuring stations.  For comparative purpases, these total-pressure losses 
are presented i n  f igure 9 i n  terms of a total-pressure-loss coefficient 
(eqs. (A5) and (A6) of the appendix), defined as  the  ra t io  of loss t o  
i n l e t  dynamic head. A t  r a d i i  where the complete loss acroa8 the blade 
row w a s  smaller than or equal t o  the  wake loss, only the   l a t t e r  i s  
presented. 
In general, the flow range covered by the stator rows w a s  not large 
enough t o  define minimum-loss incidence angles. However, the portion of 
the loss-against-incrldence-angle performance curve on which each s ta tor  
row is operating and the range of incidence angle over which the various 
s t a to r  rows must operate for the range of speeds covered i n   t h i s  i n v e s t i -  
gation are indicated i n  figure 9. When considering any relat ion of 
range, incidence angle, and loss, the following design information of 
reference l should be recalled: 
(1) The f i rs t  two stages have a circular-arc mean line plus 
circulm-arc pressure and suction surfaces. The maximum thickness 
occurs a t   t h e  SO-percent-chord posit ion  for  this  type of blade. 
(2) The last three stages were constructed using a circular-ssc 
mean l ine  and a modified 65-series thickness d3stribution. The maximum 
thickness of this  type blade occurs a t   t he  40-percent-chord position. 
A l l  pertinent blade data are   l is ted  in   reference 1. 
An interesting  feature noted during the surveys with the wake rake 
a t  radii  near the compressor hub was the presence of regions of l o w  t o t a l  
pressure (sometimes called "cores"} located between the stator blade 
wakes. References 13 t o  15 present and discuss  in  detai l  s i m i l a r  resul ts  
observed i n  a compressor cascade. Figure 11 presents a number  of examples 
of the circumferentia.1 variation of total  pressure  obtained from the wake 
a t   r a d i i  near the campressor hub. A l l  stages had a moving wall except 
the   f i f th   s tage ,  which had a stationary hub. 
. 
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Deviation angle. - A s  discussed in  reference 1, the s ta tor  deviat ion 
angles were cornpuked from an e q i r i c a l   r u l e  based  principally on the data 
obtained f r o m  a low-cambered and a high-cambered set of s t a t o r  blades 
tested in conjunction with the transonic rotor of reference 8. One de- 
parture from the rule occurred when it was decided t o  reduce  the  sol idi ty  
of the second-stage s t a to r  row by 10 percent; and, since this row of 
stator  blades w a s  w e l l  along i n  the design proceedings, new deviation 
angles (camber angles) were not incorporated. Use of the lower s o l i d i t y  
would have ra i sed  the design deviation angles slightly at a l l  radii. 
A t  points of low loss or points near  the computed minim- loss  in-  
cidence angles, a colqpmison of the deviation angles measured and those 
used i n  the design w i t h  those cowwted from methods of reference 9 
(6O ) gave the following results : 
2 -D 
(1) A t  t i p  element: 
60 =- 6' by approx. lo to 3O 
d 2-D 
(2) A t  mean element: 
(3) A t  h~ element: 
6O < 6' by approx. 2O 
M 2-D 
6: < 8z-D f r o m  approx. 4' i n  f irst  t o  2O i n  f i f t h  stage 
A t  the hub element of the fourth and f i f t h  stages these values w e r e  ex- 
ceeded somewhat, possibly because the hub element of these stages extended 
in to  the low-energy (core) regions and affected the angle readings of at 
leas t  some of t he  probes. For the reason mentioned ea r l i e r ,  t he  compari- 
sous of the design deviation angle do not apply t o  the second stage. 
Comparison with Design 
The nmerous operating points necessary to construct a compressor 
performance map were obtained by successively  decreasing the engine 
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exhaust-nozzle area unt i l   e i ther  compressor surge or a limiting turbine- 
i n l e t  temperature was encountered. Following this procedure with the 
engine operating a t  design speed, an equilibrl-. operating condition was 
reached at which the compressor produced the  over-all  design  total- 
pressure rat io  (also the limiting turbine teq. } . This point, represented 
by the  diamond-shaped sy~&ols  in  f igures  8 ana 9, was selected f o r  cam- 
parison with the values used i n  the compressor design (ref. 1). 
* 
.. 
. " 
- 
" -. 
I n  summa3-y, at th i s  particular operating point the over-all perform- 
ance (ref. 2 )  shawed.that  the compressor  produced design  total-pressure w 
r a t i o  (approx. 5) at a higher  than  design  weight  flow and a lower than $ 
design over-all efficiency. Some i n s i g h t  into the operation of the 
i n d i v i d u a l  stages was gained fram the outer-wall static-pressure v a r i a -  
t ion (ref .  2 )  and from the equivalent stage performance curveB presented 
i n  figure 7 and discussed i n  reference 5. The curves of figures 8 and 9 
probe more deeply into the f l o w  processes at this operating point by 
presenting the performance of a number of blade elements (or streamlines) 
along the radial height of each blade row.. 
*- 
" 
" . 
Firs t   s tage.  - Equation ( A S )  of the appendix presents  the work co- . 
ef f ic ien t  (measure of the energy addition} as a function of the axial 
ve loc i ty   ra t io  and turning angle for a given in le t   re la t ive   a i r   angle .  
Equation (3) then relates the turning to the incidence and deviation 
angles. With the higher than design weight flow pessing through the 
compressor, the first-rotor blade row operated a t  a Lower t h a n  design 
incidence. angle. However, the reduction in turning resulting from the 
lower t h a n  design incidence angle is balanced by an overcambering of the 
blade (measured deviation angle lower than design), so that  the resul t ing 
turning of -the air and axial  veloci ty  ra t io  combine t o  produce approxi- 
mately the design energy input at a l l  radial locations. 
.d 
The efficiency of a blade element i s  a function of both the magni- 
tude of loss i n  total pressures acroas the element and the work input 
level. Since the blade row produced approximately the design work input, 
a t  a l l  radii the element efficiency (and pressure ratio) varied according 
to  the  r ad ia l  d i s t r ibu t ion  of loss .  In  the t ip  region,  the observed 
losses resul ted I n  below design performance. Single-stage performance 
indicates the sharp rise i n  loss tha t  occurs at  high in l e t  Mach nmibers 
and incidence angles below the minim-loss point.  Also, reference 11 
points out the probability of shock losses result ing from high surface 
Mach nmibers, which i n  the t ip regions of t h i s  blade row were computed 
t o  be agproxhately 1.6. Further, reference 7 indicates that  i n  the 
low-loss range of incidence angle the anticipated losses would be on the 
order of 0.05 t o  0.08 for the diffusion factors computed in this region. 
I n  the hub and -man reglons the low losses that resulted i n  higher 
than design efficiencies and pressure ratios reflect the use of design 
blade-element efficiencies that-were Low. When compared with the t i p  
region, these regions demonstrate the increase i n  LOW-LOSS range of tn- 
cidence angle as the in l e t  Mach  number  was reduced. 
7 
c, ca 
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A comparison of measured and design deviation angles at the s ta tor -  
exit s ta t ion  indicates   that  the air was discharged axially at a l l  radii. 
Second stage. - The higher t h a n  design w e i g h t  flow, an average 
density rise below design across the first stage, and some shift ing of 
the w e i g h t  f low resulted i n   t h e  radial dis t r ibut ion of incidence angle 
and i n l e t  relative Mach nuuher f o r  the second stage shown i n  f i g w e  8. 
The axial veloc i ty   ra t io  w a s  approximately equal t o  the design value a t  
a l l  r ad i i .  Consequently, the incidence and deviation angles (again in- 
dicating an overcamberiug of the r a to r  blades} conibined t o  produce the 
indicated  radial   gradient of energy addition. 
The high losses measured across the second-rotor blade row ere not 
unexpected, since the same conditions that usually lead to the formation 
of surface shocks and sepmation noted for the ffrst  stage were a l s o  
present  in  this stage. In addition, the blade overcazkering caused high 
values of d i f fus ion  in  the t i p  region, and some unknown quantit ies of 
measured loss due to   i n t e rac t ion  effects and mixing from the preceding 
stage may have been present. The efficiency w a s  Lower t h a n  design a t  
a l l  radii except i n  the hub region, w h i l e  the pressure r a t io ,  which 
depends won  the energy addition as w e l l  as the efficiency, showed a 
gradient from hu?J t o  t i p  s o m e w h a t  similar t o  that of the work input. 
Flow across the s t a t o r  row indicates that the desired turning w a s  
not obtained from the mean t o  the t i p  section. Velocity-diagram analysis 
indicates that this Lower than design stator-outlet angle has the   e f fec t  
of dimiashing the energy input level of the succeeding rotor blade row. 
This i s  accomplished by decreasing both the r o t o r  incidence angle (and 
consequently the turning) and, at the lower In l e t  r e l a t ive  air angle, 
the  change in   tangent ia l   veloci ty  that can be obtained f o r  a given amount 
of turning. Quantitative values of these ef fec ts  may be computed from 
plo ts  of reference 4. AS noeed earlier, since the s o l i d i t y  of t h i s  
s t a to r  row w a s  lowered without computing new c&er angles, the so l id i ty  
and design deviation angles are not compatible w i t h  the empirical rule 
used i n  the design {see r e f .  1). 
Third stage. - The higher t h a n  design w e i g h t  f l o w ,  the below design 
performance i n  the inlet stages , and the below design tu rn ing   in  the 
second-stage s t a to r s  a l l  c h i n e   t o   f o r c e  the third-stage rotor to operate 
a t  incidence angles l o w e r  th8n the d e s a  values except at the t i p  element. 
Deviation angles again indfcate a slight overcauibering of the blades and 
conibine w i t h  the incidence angles and axial   veloci ty  r a t i o  t o  produce a 
gradient of energy addition in the ti9 region. B c q t  i n  the t i p  region, 
the energy addition is b e l o w  the design value. 
- Usses showed a ilec2eZi-G- trend from t i p  t o  h d  and i n  general 
w e r e  higher than would be anticipated for the measured d i f f u s i o n  factors  
based on single-stage experience (ref. 7).  In l e t  r e l a t ive  Mach nurribers 
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were below the range i n  which shock losses reach significant values. The 
increased loss appears t o  r e su l t  from rotor operation a t  incidence angles 
lower than the computed minimum-loss incidence angle a t  a l l  radii. How- 
ever, this ro tor  w a s  preceded by two stages both of which operated away 
from their  best operating region and as a resu l t  produced high losses, 
especial ly  in  the t i p  region. I n  such an environment, interaction effects 
and circumferential variations of f l o w  may become significant. Since 
these latter effects could not be evaluated, no specific sources of loss 
are pointed out for this rotor.  The conibination of  work input and e f f i -  
ciency  resulted  in  pressure  ratios below design except i n  the t i p  region. 
Considering a l l  the test  points presented, it is evident that, a l -  
though the work input and pressure  ratio were below design over most of 
the passage height, the axial veloci ty   ra t io  was approxi-mtely equal t o  
or lower than the design value. This indicates that the area rat io  
across this stage was Larger than  necessary t o  obtain the design perform- 
ance or  that  the observed efficiency is higher than  the design value. 
Since the efficiency over the major portion of the blade height was 
approximately equal t o  or Lower t h a n  design, the increased area r a t i o  
apparently  resulted from the use of an  excessive wall boundary-layer 
allowance i n  the design. This design accounted far the .effects of wall  
boundary Layers on required annulus area by use of a weight-flow blockage 
fact.or (see ref. 1). mom previous transonic-compressor experience, a 
value of 0.95 was used at the outlet  of the f i rs t  stage and an approxi- 
mately linear variation was assumed t o  0.90 at the compressor discharge. 
Observed stator deviation angles w e r e  very close t o  design values, 
indicating that axial discharge w a s  achieved. Wake losses appeared 
reasonable a t   a l l  radii. 
Fourth stage. - Incidence angles entering the fourth-stage rotor 
row were approximately equal t o  the design values. Since the average 
performance thus far has been below design, this also is an indication 
of an excessive passage area. Although the bhde  overcanibering, as 
indicated by the  difference between the design and observed deviation 
angles, and a s l igh t ly  h2ghe.r than design axial velocity ratio have 
opposite effects on the work input across a blade element, a higher than  
design energy addition w a a  produced at a l l  radii, with an increasing 
gradient f r o m  hub t o   t i p .  
The high losses observed across the fou r th   ro to r   me   d i f f i cu l t   t o  
explain. The difference in the level of t o t a l  temperature measured at 
the rotor  and s ta tor  out le ts  (see ref. 3 and f ig .  4) inmediately suggests 
either temperature measurement errors o r  the inabi l i ty  to  obtain circum- 
fe ren t ia l ly  averaged values of performance data at this stage and epeed. 
Assuming the resul ts  of reference 7 axe applicable t o  this high-hub-tip- 
ra t io   blade row, a coqar i son  w i t h  the losses associated with the f l o w  
about the blade elements of single-stage compressors indicates that the 
. 
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magnitude of the observed loss coefficients w a s  unusually high. Inter- 
action effects provide an e.ddLtiona1 poss ib i l i ty  BS a source of loss. 
However, i n  view of the d o ~ t f u l  nature of the temperature measurements, 
no direct source of loss could be defined. 
Although the high losses resulted i n  efficiencies lower than the 
design values at a l l  radii ,  the increased work input produced a higher 
than  design  pressure  ratio at all. radial positions. 
Across the s ta tor  row the w a k e  losses appear reasonable, while 
deviation angles were sl ightly  hlgher at t h e   t i p  and s l igh t ly  lower a t  
t he  hub tha.n the design values. 
Fifth .stage. - Ekcept f o r  the masurea losses, the performance of 
the f i f th   s tage  pasal le led  that   obtained i n  the f o u r t h  stage, w i t h  in-  
cidence angles equal t o  or slightly hlgher than design, overcanibering 
of the r o t o r  blades a t  a l l  r ad i i ,  and a higher t h a n  design energy ad- 
d i t i o n   a t   a l l  radial positions. 
Losses measured across the fifth-stage rotor appear low. Reference 
3 shows tha t  average temperatures measured a t  the  ro tor  and stator out- 
lets e*ibit little difference. Comparison of the observed results with 
the values of reference 7 indicates that the measured losses were Lower 
than those anticipated from this compilation of single-stage results. 
Assuming that the data represent circumferentially averaged values, the 
performance of this stage indicates that for t h i s  colqpressor even at 
design speed the results of the reference 7 may be applicable t o  stages 
downstream of the inlet  stage.  
The efficiencies were dove design at a l l  except the hub stream- 
l ine,  and pressure  ratios were above design at  all radial   posi t ions.  
SllmmA.i.y r e m & .  - An over-all picture of the operation of t h i s  
compressor a t  design speed and design pressure ratio is presented i n  
figire E. These Gver-all performance results are presented for three 
radial locations ELS the   ra t ios  of total  pressure,  total-temperatwe 
r i se ,   to ta l   dens i ty ,  and axial  veloci ty  at successive measuring s ta t ions 
t o  their  respective values a t  the compressor in le t  ( s ta t ion  2).  
Figure 12 indicates (1) tha t  a radial  gradient of energy addition 
was i n i t i a t ed  i n  the second stage and maintained or slfghtly  accentuated 
i n  the remaining stages, (2) that the stwewise distribution of the 
average  over-all  total-pressure ratio f e l l  below design  in  the f irst  
three stages, but through the ef for t s  of the exit steges attained the 
design level, and (3) t h a t ,  i n  s p i t e  of the average lower than design 
values of to ta l   p ressure  and to ta l   dens i ty  (which, where the velocit ies 
w e r e  of the order of magnitude of the design values, are indicative of 
s t a t i c   dens i t i e s ) ,  averaged axial  velocity *OM the second-stage exit 
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approached the design value and w a s  Lower t h a n  the design value a t   the  
compressor discharge. This stagewise distribution of axgal velocity 
could only occur if the passage area over apor t ion  of the compressor 
was laxger t h a n  necessaxy; The indication of excessive f low area is 
further strengthened when it is recal led  that  a higher than  design weight 
flow was obtained.. 
I n  summary, a comparison of' the blade-element and over-all perform- 
ance with the design indicates that, as reported i n  references 2 and 3, 
it is  highly unlikely that this compressar could have operated at design 
weight flow. The increased performance of the inlet stages resulting 
from closer t o  design values o f  incidence angle and the overcambered 
blade sections coupled with the excessive values of sassage area in  the 
latter portion of the compressor would probably have forced the 'Latter 
stages t o  operate  at  .stalling  angles - of . attack. ... . 
-. . .. . .  
On the other hand, it may be speculated that, if the inlet stages 
had attained design incidence angles at design speed, these stages would 
have been forced t o  operate farther over on the s t a l l   po r t ion  of' the i r  
performance curves (fig. 7) a t  the lower off -design speeds and may have 
made acceleration of the engine through these lower speeds questionable. 
Comparisons of the measured incidence angles with the computed 
minimum-loss incidence angles verwy the result concluded from the data 
of references 2 end 3 that the best  matching of 811 stages occurred a t  
some point between 80 and 90 percent of design speed. 
Considerakions of Boundary-Layer Blockage H f e c t s  . -. - 
Since the design procedure involves the determination of velocities 
from the inner t o  the outer wall of the annular flow area, the incorpo- 
ra t ion of the  effects  of wall boundary layers into- an accurate design 
system has long been a much sought after but elusive goal. Reference-6 
discusses this problem i n  some detail  and.pr&ents several  methods of 
including the effects of the wall boundmy layers i n  the design technique. 
I n  brief,  these techniqueB involve the use of a radial distribut.tion of 
loss, ar entropy, from the inner t o  the outer wall, o r  the application 
of "g-088" correction factors t o  correct far the effects of wall boundary 
layers on required annulus area and  mass-averaged herfo%nce. Both of "" 
these techniques suffer from a lack of experimental results, especially 
from multistage  cor~ressors.  
.." -" 
.. . 
Entropy gradient. - To i l l u s t r a t e  the stagewise progression of the 
. radial  dis t r ibut ion of entropy, figure E5 presents the radial vwiation.8 
of entropy measured behind the various blade row6 of the five-stage 
axial-flow compresscr. The entropy variations are plotted as the dif- 
ference between the  entropy at the  exi t  of each . . . blade . . . . row and the 
." 
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entropy  at  an  Lqstream reference  point, which f o r  this investigation w a s  
chosen 86 the i n l e t  t o  tpre compressor (s ta t ion 2). Entropy variations 
throughout the  con~ressor  are  presented  for  operation near peak compres- 
sor eff ic iency  for  speeds of 80 and 90 percent of design and a t  design 
spe  ea. 
Weight-f low blockage f a c t o r .  - The design of this compressor (see 
ref. 1) accounted fo r   t he   e f f ec t s  of wall boundary layers on the re- 
quired annulus- area by u t i l i z ing  a weight-f low blockage f actor. This is  
one example of the uses of the gross correction  factor  discussed  in ref - 
erence 6. This technique considers the flow passage t o  be comgosed of a 
main o r  free-stream region and small boundmy-layer regions a t  the inner 
and outer w a l l s .  An i dea l  w e i g h t  flow is computed by extrapolating the 
free-stream values to the  wall boundaries. The actual weight f low i s  
then related to   t he  ideal weight flow by means of the blockage  factor 
Q k .  It should be noted th&t "odlj. blade-element Losees axe considered 
i n  the computation of free-stream conditions; thus, the blockage factor 
bears no relat ion to  the free-s t ream eff ic iencies .  The design recognized 
that,  while this concept of the division of f b w  is probably satisfactory 
fo r  the i n l e t  stages, it may not be representative of the flow i n  the 
later stages. However, for simplicity,  the concept was applied t o  the  
design of all the stages. 
The radial dis t r ibut ions of specific mass flow pVz are presented 
i n  f igure 14. A s  suggested in reference 1, figure 14 'illustrates the  
tendency of the pVz product t o  approach a more parabolic form aa the 
flow mea  decreases and the viscous effects extend over increasingly 
greater portions of the passage. A t  design speed the subatantial 
gradient of loss ,  or entropy, produced in  the  in l e t  s t ages  r e su l t ed  in  
the formation af a parabolic form of radial dis t r ibut ion of pV, proauct 
i n   t he  second stage. 
By use of the dashed l i n e s  shown in figure 14 as an extrapolation 
of free-stream conditions t o  the inner and outer w a l l s ,  the following 
weight-flow blockage factors  were computed f o r  the first two stages: 
U t /  f i ,  % design I$,k at s t a t ion  - Mode of 
operation 
N e a r  peak 
ef f i c  iency 
Near peak 
efficiency 
Design 
ratio 
3 6 5 4 
80 0.914 0.929 0.934 0.949 couipressor 
90 0.916 0.925  0.934  0.941 compressor 
100 0,942 0.943  0.945  0.931 pressure 
I 
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It should be noted here that these values of blockage factor were obtained 
with the blade elements along the radial blade height of these several 
blade rows operating at various distances from their  best  operating 
regions. The values of blockage may have been lower with the blades 
operating closer t o  a minimum-loss region. 
- 
. .  
" 
Summary remarks. - I n  view of.   certain LFmitations assoctated with 
the individual use of either entropy or gross correction factors to 
account for  the  wall boundary-layer effects ,  some conibination of these 
methods may provide the design system with a satisfactory  technique for 
predicting design requirements. Radial entropy variations over the 
major portion of the passage may be obtained from blade-element loss 
data. Examinations of measured entropy values across the passage from 
a number of compressors may then  provide  an  emirical   relation  for ex- 
trapolating this var ia t ion  to  the inner and outer w a l l s .  However, a 
small gross correction may still be necessaryto achieve the design 
weight flow. Unfortunately, the generalization of such a procedure f o r  
use i n  a design system would also require an  examination of more exten- 
sive experimental results than are presently available. 
" ,. z - - .  
Solution of Equilibrium Equation 
The basic equations that apply to   t he  flow of a r e a l  compressible 
f luid and the simplifying assumpttons usually applied when considering; 
the flow through an axial-flow compressor are dlscuesed i n  reference 6. 
Several of these simplifications can be made i n  the radial-equilibrium 
equation that is used t o  compute the  radial   d is t r ibut ion of axial 
velocity. Both references 6 and 16 discuss these simplifications i n  
some d e t a i l  and indicate their f i e lds  of application. As explained i n  
reference 6, the various forms of simplified-radial-equilibrium equations 
are (1) simple-radial-equilibrium equation neglecting entropy gradients, 
(2) simple-radial-equilibrium equation considering radial gradients of 
entropy,  and (3) radial-equilibrim.  equation  considering  radial - 
accelerations. 
As an example of the effects  of the various simplifications of the 
radial-equilibrium  equation on the radial   d is t r ibut ion of axial  velocity, 
figure 15 presents a comparison at design speed of measured axial veloc- 
i t ies with those computed (using the methods of re f .  16)  from measured 
data and the equilibrium equations in forms (I) and (2).  The difference 
between the measured axial   veloci t ies  and those computed from the simple- 
radial-equilibrium equation considering radial gradients of entropy can 
be a t t r i bu ted   t o  the. neglect of the radial-flow term in the radial- 
equilibrium equation. As expected, neglect of the radial-flow term has 
a significant  effect  on the conq?uted axial   velocity  only  in the in le t  
stages (stations 3 and 5). The radial gradients of entropy associated 
with the axial  velocity variations are shown i n  figure 13. Similar 
i l lus t ra t ions  of the same effects  computed From the  resul ts  of other 
multistage-compressor  investigations are recorded in  reference 16. .. -
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CONCLUDING REMclRKS 
The need f o r  more detai led measurements i n  multistage compressors 
bo th   fo r  use i n  the design systems and f o r  an  understanding of the in- 
t e rna l  flow i n  a multistage compressor is recognized. The material 
presented herein serves as one s tep toward filling this need. Since 
t h i s  is the observed performance of a spec i f ic  compressor, no general- 
ization can be made, or is intended, i n  this  discussion. However, ref - 
erences that discuss the general aspects of the problems have been 
a3 
ta m pointed  out.* .  aS exgected, certain limitations were encountered in  securing and 
presenting the desired data. Some of these were noted, but not all could 
be evaluated a t  this  time. 
f 
Because of the large amount of available reference material dis- 
cussing specific blade-element parameters, only general remarks concernfng 
the blade-element performance curves from this p&icular  investigation 
were made. The rotor blade-element perf ormame indicates 
(1) Overc-ering to some ex ten t   in  all ro tor  blade rows 
(2) Probable principal sources of loss observed at design speed i n   t h e  
f i rs t  two stages, as evidenced by computed suction-surface Mach 
numbers gf 1.6 along the t i p  element and a conkination of high i n l e t  
Mach nmibers and incldence angles below computed minimum-loss in-  
cidence angles, a6 w e l l  as l a rge  d i f fus ion  fac tors  in  the  second- 
s tage   t ip   reg ion  
(3) For all stages, wherever the observed incidence angle w a s  close 
t o  the c w u t e d  minim-loss incidence angle, measured deviation 
angles approximately the sane as values computed from the h t e s t  
design  rule   for   deviat ion angle, and losses within the range of 
losses obtained from a compilation of inlet-type single-stage 
results. 
The s t a to r  blade-element performance indicates 
(l} With the exception of the second stage, measured deviation 
angles within approximately 20 of the design values at points 
showing a l ow loss both design and measured deviation angles 
being from lo t o  4 d higher at the t i p  and from 2' t o  4 O  lower a t  
the hub than  deviation angles computed from a more recent  design 
ru l e  
(2) A division of stator losses into mixing and w a k e  losses, although 
quantitative values for mixing losses show considerable scatter. 
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A comparison of the observed performance with  design  values  verifies 1 
the conclusions reached from considerations of the stagewise variation 
of w a l l  s t a t i c  taps and from indtvidual equivalent stage performance 
cwves. It appears highly unlikely that, with -the overcanibering of the 
rotor  rows and an inaication of an excessive -annulus mea, t h i s  con~pressor 
could have operated at design weight flow w i t h o u t  blade stall  i n  the 
l a t t e r  stages. Unfortunately, a l imiting turbine-inlet  -temperature pre- 
vented the compressor from operating any.farrthkr along i ts  design-speed 
performance  curve t h a n  the  point   a t  which " &sign . ""  "- pressure .. r a t i o  was 
obtained. 't cn 
03 
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory 
National Adviamy Committee f o r  Aeronautics 
Cleveland, Ohio, February 15, 1957 
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APPENDIX - PERFORMANCE EQUATIONS 
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All equations used t o  compute the quantities presented in this re- 
port are listed in this appendix. The equations are developed and 
discussed i n  the references. 
Blade-Element Computations 
(3 )  Temperstwe-rise efficiency: 
11= 
(2) Rotor relative total-pressure-loss coefficient (ref. 12)  : 
f 
where 
For  computations used herein,  (P~/P~-l)id was taken  equal t o  1.0. 
(3) Work coefficient (ref. 8): 
Equation (A3) can be written as a function of velocity-diagram parameters 
as . ." . 
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where n is  the rotor-outlet  station. For the specid.  case of axial 
i n l e t  flow w h i c h  applies to the investigation herein, the work coeffi- 
c ient  may be written i n  terms af axial   veloci ty   ra t io ,   i - f ie t   re la t ive air 
angle, and turning angle as 
(4) Rotor diffusion factor: 
( 5 )  Stator total-pressure-loss coefficient (ref. 3) : 
(a) Wake loss: 
(b) Stator total ,  or complete loss: 
(6) Stator diffusion fact-.: 
Mass -Averaged Computations 
(1) Total-pressure ra t io:  - 
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( Z ) m .  a. 
,n n n r P  
- 
Pn-1 2,n-l n-1 n-1 dm-1 V r P  
(2) Total-temperature  ratio: 
pnvz, nrnTn dm 
h.n 
- 
.a. 
pn-1 v z,n-lrn-l T n-1 dm-1 
Jrh,n-l 
pn-1 V z,n-lrn-l *n-l 
(3) Temperature-rise efficiency: 
28 - 
( 4 )  Momentum-rise efficiency: 
1 
Entropy 
By the definit ion of stagnation conditions, stagnation entropy 
equals s t a t i c  entropy and i s  a function of stagnation pressure and tern- 
perature 88 follows (ref. 14) : 
r r- 
or, rearranging, as employed herein, with the compressor inlet  (s ta t ion 
2) used as the reference station, 
Simplff  ied-Radial-Equilibrium  Equation  Including Entropy Gradient 
The sinrplifFed-radial-equilibrium equation including an entropy 
gradient (ref. 14) is as follows : 
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mere cp and R m u s t  have uni ts  of ft-lb/(slugs) (41). A so lu t ion  for  
the simplified-radial-equilibrium approximation may be obtained from 
equation Al3) by keeping the entropy constant radially (i.e., the term 
sk/R - e q m  to zero). 
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TABLE I. - m r I  FOR R A D I A L - S ~  P O S ~ I O N S  (REF. 3) 
[Tip radius constant at 10 in.] 
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f Radial I Radlus, r, in., at stat ion - 
posi- 
t ion 7 6 5 4 3 2 
I 
8.150 7.850  7.550  7.050  6.600  6.251 9 
8.350  8.050  7.850  7.400  6.950  6.668 8 
8.750  8.550 8.400 8.050  7.750  7 5017 
9.150 9.050  8.900  8.700 8.500 8.334 6 
9.400  9.300  9.200  9.000 8.850 8.750 5 
9.600  9.500  9.450  9.350  9.250  9.167 4 
9.750  9.700  9.650  9.600  9.650 3 
9.850  9.850 9.850 9.850  9.850 2 
9.900  9.900  9.900  9.900 9.900 
10 5.835  6.200  6.700  7.300  7.600  7.900 
ll 5.900  6.550  7.150 
7.700  7.350 7.000 6.350  5.700 12 
7.800 7.450 
Ibb 5.456 6.06416.764 7.102  7.502 
8 
9.900 
9.950 
9.750 
9.600 
9.450 
9.250 
8.850 
8.500 
8.300 
8.1
8.000 
7.900 
7.720 
9 10 
9.900  9.900 
9.850 
9.750 
9.900 
8.ll4 7.976 
8.400 8.150 
8.450  8.200 
8.550  8.300 
8.700  8.500 
8 8 65
9.100  9.000 
9.400 9.35
559.500 
709.650 
800 
u- 
9. 00 
9.900 
9.800 
9.700 
9.550 
9.400 
9.100 
8.850 
8.700 
8.550 
8.450 
8.400 
8.250 
12 
9.900 
9.900 
9.800 
9.700 
9.550 
9.400 
9.100 
8.850 
8.700 
8.550 
8. a50 
8.400 
8.250 
. . . . .. . . . . 
Figare 1. - Sketch of passage contuhr of five-stage axial-flow transonic compressor showing axial location 
of blade-rm In let  and outlet stations. 
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m 
u c: 
s i  (a) First stage. 
.1 
0 
'. 1 
(b) Sec6nd stage. 
.I 
0 
(c) Third stage. 
0 
.1 "
(d) Fourth stage. 
Compressor-inlet corrected  weight flow, w2/8/6,  lb/sec 
(e)  Fifth stage. 
Figure 2. - Comparison of measured wefght flows ( re f .  3). 
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(a) First stage. 
(b) Second stage. (a) Fourth stage. 
(c) Third stage. (e) Fifth stage. 
Figure 3. -- Comparison of mass-averaged efficiencies ( re f .  3). 
. 
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Mass-averaged stage temperature ratio 
( c )  Third stage.  (e) F i f t h  stage. 
Figure 4.  - Comparison of mass-averaged rotor and s t a g e  t o t a l -  
temperature  re t ios .  
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(b) Radial position 7, mean. Spacing, 1.533 inches. 
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0 .4  .8 1.6 2.0 1 . 2  
. .  
Circumferential dl8 tanc e, in. 
(c) Radial position 10, near hub. Spacing, 1.276 
Inches. 
Figure 5. - Example of circumferential variation of 
total pressure measured on wake rake behind stator 
blade row. 
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(a) Firet stage. (b) Second stage. 
Figure 7. - Individual stage performance of five-stage transonic 
compressor (ref. 3). _I 
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F i g u r e  7 .  - Concluded. Individual stage performance of five-stage -
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Mode of operation - 
0 War. weight flow (dn. back pressure) 
0 Near mar. efficiency 
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(4) Fourth-stage rotor. 
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Figure 6 .  - Continued. &dial variation of rot-  blade-element characteristics. 
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Mode of operation 
0 Near max. efficlemy 0 Max. weight flow (min. back presaure) 
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(5) Fifth-atage rotor. 
(a) Concluded. Equivalent speed, 70-percent design. 
Figure 8. - Continued. Radial variation of rotor blade-element characteristics. 
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